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On the vevy day the 1:hst, bejaIedly, acknowledges editorially how harmful it was 

gi 4 B for "gpvernment processes" tp "create and keep running" what. was 	aterousl:/ wrong 

in Viet Nam Book World sees to it that there is no 	to it with regard to the 

second greatest-cause of national disenchanment and disillusionment, the JFK assassination. 

To be sure of succeeding Book World chose tc• review Norman mailer's prostitutiOn of 

himself along with our hist4a self-important-subjectmatter ignoramus who, after.  

//leading what is really hailer's Tale, does not ask himself how any longighaed ego- 

maniac could write 820 pages on the asuumption, no more, that Oswald was the assassin. 
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Not only does hailer offer nogphoof- and if idor was at all familiar with Hailer's 

public record he would have known that liailer always/essumed uswild's guilt without question 

=atom his own disgracefully self-descriptive bibliography has not read a single one 

of the books that with the official evidence only prove that Oswald was not the assassin 

and that this was known to all the ofd cial investigators. 
f 

I am yr  to prepared ie. face ally challenge from you from hinder on this. In fact, 
I invite it. 

Ignorance and prejudice being what the Post revires for such reviews, Finder justi- 

fien the PostVonfidence in this by praising hailer for hu. use of "One of his major 

splartes" that 4ilifinder's words is "the Warren Commissthon's investigation." The fact is 

that whether or not that part of this shameful book is mailer's own work, which 1  doubt 

very much, the deliberateness with which he corrupts what he uses and the dishonesty 

of what he omits is, againunder' s words, "something only Hailer could have pulled 

off." 

Unless Oswald was thefsmassin, and all the actual official evidence proves milce 

fftlan that ho was not -that he could not have been - there is no point in the rerenderdd 
d'AYW 

schmalz of his life in iiinsk. There is nothing but meaningless detail 44he4 for all his 
Xplfr 

contact with the people of "lit& and the KBG ther -lolled adds to what, as public. Ahd 

even then he omits what utterly destroys the fiction he has been toying with for defies. 
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khilgr's 'iTale, which in what emerged, was not even Mailer's idea. It was the deal 

arranged by .the man fja. whom, Pulitzers of not, nailer was the hired Pen, that scavenger 

of seavengcers, that most successful of the commercializing ghouls, Larry Schiller. 

Of whom Nailer himself says that he makes klunchausen seemlike "'Sorge Washington. 

why no question, did Schiller pay the KGB for what they got in Minsk and thd( cut 

he-man Mailer in on the dual? 

Such ditsgusting travesties, such deliberate corruption of the national mind and of 

oir tragic history, are possible onlylocause al' the 'irwollian practise of the major media 

and on the Post, particularly Book World, in suppressing all reference to the work that, 

based on the official evidencepnly, tells what truth can be told about the assassination 
A46112L  withut such ner 'is theorizing as the 1 'ailers and their sycophantic Finders fitAmaegy 

-mosi.M.miteati4n. 

More of a disgmace to the post is it that this sophomoric, ignorant, really stupid 

pretense of a scholarly renviw appears along after ' Wshers Weekly's review desoleibed ts;7 A 

Naileis  sad 41e. lctly as 7.P;i:Ic-the New York Yimew6Geted more than 30 column 

inches to destroying Hailer51 "boring," "presumptuous," "derivative," "6414 solipsistic", 

"weary," "improbable", "portentous" book as "long-winded " and "ultimately superfluous: 

(Thiri, whoring with our history disgraces us all. 'That book World persists in it after 

all these•years disgraces it and the Post. For shame! 

Harold Weisberg 

Nod, 1.1.s. King, if you doubt my crdentials I have published seven books on the JFK assassi-

nation and its investigations, with the eightYnd4/ due- and with not one reviewed by the 

Posi7wlithout a single letter or call from any one of th (zundreds and hundreds of whom 

I wrote eritica*. Not any complaint of unfairness or of inaccuracy. And the Department 

of Justice i elf, proof on request, told federal district court in my CA 75-226 that I 

knew nore about the.JFK asassination and its investigations than anyone working for the 

FBI, For 30 years 1 have beu0. source, 4dited and uncredited lnever asking confi- 

dentiality ar innumerable reporters, On the Po 1T George finer in particular. I think 

in the obvious questions it does not ask, misingOed as it refers to the public reco:cl.). 
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le will tell you that whiler we have disagreements I have never given him a bum(rteer 

and that nothing he got from me and used was ever inaccurate.Horeover, I practise the 

right of the people to know as you'resol 	Apfuse to. I give free and unsuperjlised 

access to all those who write what I know I will not agree with to all the hundreds of 

11  
thousands of pages of once -withhold official recorGis I got from many FOIA lawsuits ome 

of which the government sitoncwalled for a dadade and more. They also have unsupervised 

access to our copier. 

,Despite the refusal of the Post-to r'eviell a s. ngle one of my books. to fact, the 

the' viewer wrote a favorable review of my first and it wa killed. 
1

1 I add a personal criticism: there are few issues more ittportant to the integrity 

of our society `and/the JFK assassination. and its official investigations. And, you, 

personally, suppresled reviews of books based only on the official evidence that dis-
pro ve  

prwo6e the official mythology. 

Is tiis how you meet your responsibilities in a society like ours? DA-A- Pinis1441? 
60Livh 	- A4 	141 	 its/6- 0 	 1973 at a gather 
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ffered him access to all I have. That ingudes all the recodds I obtained and all my 

work on the Uommiusion's unpublished documents as well as what it published. he said 
&mkt/rue/6,r 

he'd think it over. He cites not on in 	828 pages. 
Sorry about my typing. I'm sorry it cannot btany better. 


